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We prove that if k is a field and R is a finitely generated commutative 
k-algebra, A’ a maximal ideal of R and Y E R then there is a finite field 
extension L of R/A’ and an algebra homomorphism 0 : R -+ L[[XJ] with 
(i) Ker (R % L[[X]] -+ L) = A’, 
(4 u(y) Z 0, 
if and only if Y is not nilpotent in R localized at A?. This is equivalent to the 
existence of (L and) an co-higher derivation from R to L which doesn’t 
vanish on Y, i.e. 
{Q}Z”=, C Horn, (R, L) 
with 
Q(l) = si.0 , 
and for some i, Di(y) # 0. 
The Hilbert Nullstellensatz shows that for a finitely generated commutative 
algebra R over k, all homomorphisms from R to the algebraic closure of k 
which vanish on an ideal I also vanish on an element Y in R if and only if 
some power of r lies in I. Our result can be stated similarly. Let A? be a 
maximal ideal of R and let y be the natural map from R to its localization 
at A’. Let L be the algebraic closure of R/A? and let v be the composite 
algebra homomorphism 
R+ R/A-L. 
* Supported ;n part by GP-7945. 
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An algebra homomorphism u : R --f L[[X]] is a deformation of n in the sense 
of [l] if the diagram below commutes, 
(Throughout the paper L[[X]] --f L is always the natural algebra homomor- 
phism.) Our result shows that all deformations of r which vanish on an 
ideal I of R also vanish on an element r in R if and only if some power of 
y(r) lies in the ideal of RA generated by r(1). 
SECTION ONE 
Let R be a commutative ring. For r E R let N, denote the set 
{x E R 1 XY is nilpotent}. 
Then N, is an ideal in R and N, is equal to its own radical. Clearly the 
following are equivalent: 
1. Y is nilpotent, 
ii. YEN,, 
iii. N, = R. 
Let S be a multiplicative system in R and let y be the natural map 
y : R --f RS-1 
LEMMA 1.1. y(r) is nilpotent in RS-l if and only if S n N, # .B . 
Proof. If y(r) is nilpotent in RS-1 then-assuming y(r)n = O---there is 
x E S where xyn = 0. Thus (xY)~ = 0 and x E S n N, . 
Conversely, if x E S n N,. then y(xr)% = 0 for some II. Since y(x) is 
invertible in RS-1 it follows that y(y)n = 0. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 1.2. If 4 is a prime ideal in R and y : R --t RA is the natural 
map from R to the localization at J& then y(r) is not nilpotent if and only 
if N,CA. If r$J%‘then N,CA. 
Proof. If S = R - .M then S n N, = IZ( if and only if N,. C JZ. This 
gives the first statement. If Y $ JY then y(r) is invertible in R, so that 
y(y) is not nilpotent. Thus (R - &) n N, = @ and N,. C JZ. 
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Let R be a finitely generated commutative k algebra with maximal ideal A!. 
Let K = R/J&‘, let v be the natural map from R to K and let L be an algebraic 
field extension of K. For an algebra homomorphism cr : R --+ L[[X]] the 
following conditions are equivalent: 
1. A’ is the kernel of the composite R 5 L[[X]] -L, 
. 
. D factors through R, , 
u’ fro’m R”, to L[[X]] with 
i.e. there is an algebra homomorphism 
, 
R\ y J”” 
LKXII 
commutative, 
. 
111. there is a homomorphism 01 from K to L making commute 
R (r+ L[[xlI 
n 
1 1 
K CL+ L. 
We call an algebra homomorphism u satisfying the above conditions a 
deformation of a~. 
THEOREM 1.3. Let R be a Jinitely generated commutative algebra over a 
field k, let A be a maximal ideal of R, let K = R/J+! with rr the natural map 
from R to K. Given Y in R where NT C A? there is a Jinite dimensional Jield 
extension L of K, (let L : K -+ L be the embedding of K in L), and a deformation (J 
of IT where U(Y) # 0. Conversely, if any such L (r exist then N,. C A. 
Proof. If such L and a exist it is immediate that N, C A!. 
Conversely, suppose N, CA. If Y # & then we can let L = K and 
u : R -+ L[[Xj], s ++ n(s) and we are done. Thus we may assume Y E JA! as 
well as N, CA’. 
Lety:R+RA, since N, C A’, by the lemma y(r) is not nilpotent. Let 
Jlr C R, be an ideal that is maximal with respect to not containing any power 
of Y(Y). Then JV is prime, ([2] p. 33, lemma); so that y-QV) is a prime ideal 
in & not containing Y. Passing to the quotient ring R/J shows that we may 
also assume that R is a domain. 
Now we proceed by induction on the dimension of R, , the localization of 
RatA. 
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Suppose dim R, = 1. (Since the image of Y in R, is a non-nilpotent 
element in the maximal ideal we have that dim RA > 1.) Let R be the integral 
closure of R in Q its quotient field. Then by ([2] Corollary 3, 4, p. 13) there 
is a maximal ideal A? C R with A! = R n 2. By ([6] Theorem 9, p. 267) 
i? is still finitely generated over k, and so L = R/J? is a finite algebraic 
extension of k (by the Hilbert Nullstellensatz) so that L is a finite extension 
of K. 
The local ring Rx is normal (integrally closed) by ([5] remark, p. 22), and 
is the integral closure of R, in Q. Since 1 = dim R, = dim Rx we have 
by ([4] Proposition 8, p. 111-12) that R, is a discrete valuation ring. Then the 
completion of R& is a discrete valuation ring and is isomorphic to L[[X]] 
by ([5] Theorem 2 and Remark just below, p. 43). If p is the natural injection 
of Rx into its completion L[[X]] an d u is the composite of the injective maps 
R -+ RA -+ Rx 5 L[[X]] 
then u has the desired properties. 
Now suppose dim R, = N > 1. Let R be the integral closure of R in Q 
its quotient field. Then by ([2] Corollary 3, 4 p. 13) there is a maximal ideal 
J? C R with A = R n J?. The local ring RJ is normal and is the integral 
closure of RM in Q (and has the same dimension as R&4(). We consider 
and if JV denotes the unique maximal ideal of R,- then r E Jfr. Since 
dim R& > 2 it follows from ([4] Theorem 11, ii, p. IV-44) and 
([4] Proposition and Definition 6, p. IV-14) that maximal R-sequences in X 
have at least two elements. Complete Y to a maximal R-sequence in JY, 
obtaining 
{ r, 71 ,.*-, rs> 
with s >, 1. Then 
@l 7 r, 9-2 ,***, r,> 
is also an R-sequence by ([3] Th eorem 4, p. 243) and the coset of r is not a 
zero divisor in iTd/r,RA , (so is not nilpotent). Thus there is a prime ideal 
B (of Rd) containing r,Rd and excluding T. Since 0 $; rl E B we have that 
B # (0) and 
dim R&/Y < dim Rx 
Let =%? denote the prime ideal B n R, and let 9 denote the prime ideal 
B n R. Considering R,/S C R,-/Y we have that Rx/g is integral over 
R&/A? so that they have the same dimension and 
dim R&/9 < dim RA. 
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Y is a prime ideal in R which lies in ~4‘ but does not contain r. Replacing R 
with R/Y completes the induction step since the maximal ideal in R/Y which 
corresponds to J&Y is M/Y and 
Thus we have lowered the dimension. Q.E.D. 
SECTION Two: HIGHER DERIVATIONS 
For algebras A and B a collection of linear maps {Di}zO C Hom(A, B) 
is called an co-higher derivation from A to B if 
W) = 1;; n=O n>l 
D,(a, a> = i a(4 aa&> 
i=O 
for each D, , and a, 01 E A. Note, that Do is a homomorphism from A to B 
and D, is a Do-derivation from A to B. Also, if 7 : A -+ B is an algebra 
homomorphism then setting D, = r and Di = 0 for i >, 1 makes {Di}Eo 
an co-higher derivation from A to B. 
2.1. There is a bijective correspondence between the set of co-higher 
derivations from A to B and the set of algebra homomorphisms from 
A to B[[X]]. If (DJ& is anco-higher derivation from A to B the corre- 
sponding algebra homomorphism is 
A - WXII 
u w f Di(a) Xi. 
i=O 
If cr : A -+ B[[X]] is any linear map there are unique coordinate functions 
{o,}Z~_~ C Hom(A, B) with 
u(u) = c u,(a) xi 
z 
for all a E A. One easily checks that (T is an algebra homomorphism if and 
only if {(T~)~=~ is an co-higher derivation. 
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Using higher derivations and the above lemma one can easily show that 
the functor 9 where S(B) = B[[X]] h as a left adjoint. This is done by 
proving that given an algebra A there is an algebra 9(A) and co-higher 
derivation {c&}:, from A to 9(A) such that for any algebra B and co-higher 
derivation {Di}~z=o from A to B there exists a unique algebra homomorphism 
f : .9(A) + B with f . di = Di for all i. Then 9 is the left adjoint to 9 since 
co-higher derivations 
from A to B 
-%(A, B&O) 
The algebra 9(A) is a graded algebra where di(a) has grade i. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let R be a finitely generated commutative algebra over a 
jield k and &! a maximal ideal of R. Let K = R/J? and T : R ---f K the natural 
projection. Given r E R there is a jinite dimensional field extension L of K and 
an co-higher derivation {Di}FC”=, f rom R to L with the following diagram com- 
mutative 
and Di(r) # 0 for some i if and only if N,. C 4. 
Proof. By 2.1 this is a restatement of Theorem 1.3. Q.E.D. 
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